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A robust and simple two-mode digital calibration technique for pipelined ADC�
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Abstract: This paper presents a two-mode digital calibration technique for pipelined analog-to-digital converters
(ADC). The proposed calibration eliminates the errors of residual difference voltage induced by capacitor mismatch
of pseudorandom (PN) sequence injection capacitors at the ADC initialization, while applies digital background
calibration to continuously compensate the interstage gain errors in ADCnormal operation. The presented technique
not only reduces the complexity of analog circuit by eliminating the implementation of PN sequence with accurate
amplitude in analog domain, but also improves the performance of digital background calibration by minimizing
the sensitivity of calibration accuracy to sub-ADC errors. The use of opamps with lowDC gains in normal operation
makes the proposed design more compatible with future nanometer CMOS technology. The prototype of a 12-bit
40-MS/s pipelined ADC with the two-mode digital calibration is implemented in 0.18-�m CMOS process. Adopt-
ing a simple telescopic opamp with a DC gain of 58-dB in the first stage, the measured SFDR and SNDR within the
first Nyquist zone reach 80-dB and 66-dB, respectively. With the calibration, the maximum integral nonlinearity
(INL) of the ADC reduces from 4.75-LSB to 0.65-LSB, while the ADC core consumes 82-mW at 3.3-V power
supply.
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1. Introduction

In the design of a pipelined analog-to-digital converter
(ADC), the linearity is primarily degraded by the interstage
gain errors, among which the two most important and common
sources are capacitor mismatches and finite DC gain of residue
amplifiers. To reduce gain errors, one approach is to build high-
gain amplifiers using techniques such as multistage topologies
and/or gain boostingŒ1; 2�. This approach increases the com-
plexity of analog circuit design and is limited by the restrictive
stability conditions or voltage headroom requirements, espe-
cially at a high speed. Another approach, followed in this paper,
is to calibrate the pipeline stages for gain errors. Among the
calibration schemes, digital background calibrationŒ3�9� is the
most attractive technique, because it does not interrupt ADC’s
normal operation while tracks supply and temperature varia-
tions.

In most cases, digital background calibration technique is
implemented by injecting a pseudorandom (PN) sequence into
ADCs with the input signal, estimating the circuit non-ideal
parameters carried by the PN sequence, and correcting the dig-
ital output. In previous designs, there are threemainmethods of
PN injection. One approach is to split the sampling capacitors
and inject the PN sequence through one of them. It increases the
complexity of the analog layout and capacitor parasiticsŒ3; 4�,
especially in multi-bit topologiesŒ4�, which are widely used in
high resolution pipelined ADCs. Another solution is to ran-
domize the sub-ADC thresholds/referencesŒ5; 6� or insert dither

logic before sub-DACŒ7�. Both techniques either increase the
number of comparatorsŒ5; 6�, or require 1-bit redundancy in the
following stageŒ7�, and their calibration accuracies are sensitive
to the sub-ADC errorsŒ5�7�. A third technique is to inject the
PN sequence through an extra capacitor connected to the sub-
DACŒ8; 9�. This method requires implementing a scaled pseu-
dorandom noise sequence with a very accurately known mag-
nitude in the analog domainŒ10�. In currently available designs,
this issue is resolved by adding a slow-but-accurate sigma-
delta ADCŒ9�.

In this paper, a two-mode digital calibration technique is
applied to enhance the ADC performance and to simplify the
analog circuit implementation. The PN sequence is injected
through an extra-DAC to make the accuracy of digital back-
ground calibration insensitive to sub-ADC errors, including ca-
pacitor offsets and sub-ADC reference voltage variation. The
amplitude of the PN sequence is measured at the ADC initial-
ization and stored in ROM for ADC normal operation, when
digital background calibration is applied to continuously com-
pensate the interstage gain errors. In the proposed design, the
implementation of PN sequence with accurate amplitude in
analog domain is replaced by measuring the amplitude of the
PN sequence at the ADC initialization, which reduces the com-
plexity of analog circuit and saves the power and area. Com-
paredwith the previous designs, the presentedwork adds only a
pair of gain-boosters to the opamp at ADC initialization rather
than adding a slow-but-accurate sigma-delta ADC in normal
operationŒ9�. With the proposed technique, opamps with low
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Fig. 1. The background calibration architecture of pipelined ADC.

DC gains are sufficient for ADC normal operation, which is
compatible with future CMOS technology, since the reduced
characteristic dimension and intrinsic gain of MOSFET bring
more difficulty to implement opamps with high DC gainsŒ11�.

The presented calibration is employed in a 12-bit 40-MS/s
prototype pipelined ADC. When the calibration is applied, the
SFDR and SNDR improve by 16-dB and 14-dB, respectively.
Using a booster-free single stage telescopic opamp with a DC
gain of 58-dB in the first stage, the measured SFDR and SNDR
with a 19.1-MHz input at full sampling rate are 80-dB and
66-dB, respectively.

2. Proposed calibration technique

In a pipelined ADC, the analog residue voltage of each
stage can be expressed as

Vref D GA.Vin � DVref/ D GAQR; (1)

whereGA is the ideal interstage gain, Vin is the stage input volt-
age, D is the stage digital output, Vref is the ADC reference,
and QR is the stage quantization noise. Finite DC gain of the
opamp and mismatch between the sampling and feedback ca-
pacitors in an n-effective-bit stage induce interstage gain errors
and change GA from the ideal value of 2n to

gA D 2n.b1 C b2QR C b3Q2
R C � � � /; (2)

where gA is the actual interstage gain and b1–b3 represent the
coefficients of Talyor expansion, in which b2 can be omitted
for a fully differential architecture.

Figure 1 illustrates the architecture of digital background
calibration in pipelined ADC. For simplicity, only the first
stage under digital background calibration is considered. The
calibration scheme statistically extracts the interstage gain er-
rors from residual difference voltages .H1/ at the same in-
put location between the two randomly switching modes as in
Ref. [6] and calculates the corrected digital residue from the
following equation.

Dres;corr D
1

b1

.Dres � eŒDres; p3/�; (3)

whereDres is the actual digital residual of the stage,Dres, corr is
the corrected digital residual and p3 is the extracted calibration

Fig. 2. Two modes of transfer.

parameter for correcting the third-order interstage gain nonlin-
earity. Function e.Dres; p3/ is expressed as in Eq. (4), which
can be implemented in hardware by a 2-dimensional look-up
table for simplicityŒ7�.

e.Dres; p3/ D Dres � 2p3 cos
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(4)
The two transfer modes are implemented in the first stage

and controlled by a PN sequence, as shown in Fig. 2.
The most significant advantage of the proposed calibra-

tion is that the PN injection scheme ensures the insensitivity
of calibration accuracy to sub-ADC errors and avoids complex
implementation in the analog domain.

2.1. Insensitivity to sub-ADC errors

Sub-ADC errors, including comparator offsets and the
input-signal-dependent sub-ADC reference voltage variations,
tend to worsen the accuracy of calibrationŒ4�7�. In digital back-
ground calibration, the error estimation block calculates circuit
errors from two digital residue voltages generated with differ-
ent values of PN sequence. If the digital residues for compari-
son are generated from different ranges of ADC input or trans-
ferred through different comparators in the first stage, the sub-
ADC errors of the stage will become PN-sequence-dependent
and induce errors. Take correlation-based and statistics-based
calibration adopting duplicated capacitors to inject PN se-
quence for example. For correlation-based calibrationŒ4�, the
estimated interstage gain error is obtained by correlating the
digital output of the back-end ADC with the same PN se-
quence. As derived from Ref. [10], the estimated interstage
gain is

gA D gA C PA ˝ .gAQR � ON/=.PA ˝ P ′N/; (5)

where PN is the PN sequence, ˝ represents the correlation op-
erator, and ON is the thermal noise and the quantization noise
of the back-end ADC. Since PN is uncorrelated with ON, their
correlation products will approach zero as the length of PN
sequence increases. However, QR contains a portion of sub-
ADC errors which is correlated with PN sequence. The PN-
dependent sub-ADC errors can neither be eliminated by cor-
relation, nor be distinguished from the actual interstage gain.
In existing statistics-based calibrationsŒ5�7�, as indicated in
Fig. 3, the PN-dependent sub-ADC errors make the extraction
of residual difference at different input locations and there-
fore induce errors. In Ref. [5], the errors induced by sub-ADC
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Fig. 3. Sub-ADC errors worsen calibration accuracy.

Fig. 4. Implementation of PN sequence injection in the first stage.

are especially estimated and compensated. In the proposed
statistics-based calibration scheme, as shown in Fig. 2, the two
transfer modes share the same comparators and range of input
signals, thus suffer identical sub-ADC errors, while maintain-
ing the extraction of residual difference at the same input loca-
tion and avoiding calibration errors.

2.2. Avoiding accurate implementation of CI /CF

As indicated in Fig. 4, PN sequence is injected through an
extra capacitor CI connected to the opamp input node. During
the track phase, the input signal is sampled on capacitors CS.
During the hold phase, PN sequence is injected through capac-
itor CI and randomly shifts the transfer curve by the value of
±V ′ref.CI=CF/, respectively. The size of the feedback capacitor
CF is equal to that of CS.

In existing designs, the ratio of PN injection capacitor CI
to feedback capacitor CF is always set to 1/4Œ8; 9� to prevent
the stage outputs from exceeding the ±Vref full-scale bounds
with PN sequence injection, and to maintain some tolerance
on sub-ADC errors. Furthermore, the output range of amplifier
is in theory suppressed to within (–3=4 � Vref, 3=4 � Vref), which
reduces the third-order gain compression error of the stage and
improves the ADC linearity.

In digital background calibration, interstage gain errors in-
duced by finite DC gain of opamp is compensated by digital
calibration technique by Eq. (3), and calibration parameters b1

and p3 are calculated through the ratio of the measured ac-
tual value of residual difference voltage h1 to the reference
value of it. In practice, the residual difference voltage is imple-
mented in analog domain, and the imprecision of implemen-
tation brings an error term to the reference value of residual
difference, which is expressed as H1 D k.1 C ı/, where k is
the design value of CI=CF and ı is the mismatch of CI and CF
in the proposed design. In ADC normal operation, the error ı

Fig. 5. Simulated ADC performance versus. mismatch of CI and CF.

is modulated on calibration parameters b1 and p3, which de-
teriorates the accuracy of digital background calibration. For
a pipelined ADC with a total resolution of N -bits and an n-bit
first stage, ı should be less than 2�.N �n/ to guarantee the ADC
resolution. The simulated ADC performance versus mismatch
of CI and CF is shown in Fig. 5. The simulation is taken on a
12-bit pipelined ADC with a 2-effective-bit first stage under
calibration, with circuit nonidealities considered. As indicated
in Fig. 5, the ADC maintains 12-bit performance when mis-
match between CI and CF is less than or equal to 2�10. When
the capacitor mismatch is greater than 2�10, the ADC perfor-
mance rapidly degrades as the capacitor mismatch increases.

Since the size of CI is 1/4 of CF, mismatch between CI and
CF is twice of that between CS and CF. As described above,
mismatch between CI and CF introduces error to the reference
value of residual difference voltage H1 D 1=4 � .1 C ı/. In
order to guarantee the calibration accuracy, one approach is to
increase the size ofCI as well asCF andCS proportionally. This
method increases power and area consumption. Another way is
to adopt complex circuit techniques, for example, by adding a
slow-but-accurate sigma-delta ADCŒ9�. The problem is that it
evidently increases the complexity of analog circuit. Besides,
since the incoherence of CI and CF will induce inevitable sys-
tematic mismatch, careful layout of CI and CF is required to
maintain an excellent capacitor matching accuracy, which in-
creases the layout complexity and parasitics.

In the proposed calibration technique, matching between
CI and CF is relaxed by measuring the value of H1 D CI=CF
by the back-end stages of ADC. Since it is a time-invariant vari-
able, the value ofH1 can be measured at the ADC initialization
such as power-up or production test, and be stored in ROM
for ADC normal operation. In normal operation when digital
background calibration is applied, the error ı is eliminated by
referring calibration parameters b1 and p3 to H1 instead of
to k. Simulated spectrums of the ADC outputs are shown in
Fig. 6(a) for the case of no calibration, in Fig. 6(b) for digital
background calibration of interstage gain errors only, and in
Fig. 6(c) for both digital background calibration and residual
difference errors elimination for mismatch between CI and CF.
In these simulations, the input is a full-scaled 19.1-MHz sine
wave, the sampling rate is 40-MS/s, and the mismatch between
CI and CF is 2�9. The SFDR improves by 18-dB between the
no-calibration and digital background calibration cases and by
another 5-dB when residual difference modification is applied,
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Fig. 6. Simulated output spectrumwith 2�9 mismatch betweenCI and
CF. (a) Without calibration. (b) With digital background calibration
for interstage gain errors. (c) With both digital background calibration
and residual difference error elimination for mismatch of CI and CF.

while the SNDR increases by 28-dB with digital background
calibration and by another 1-dB to 69.8-dB with residual dif-
ference modification.

In the presented design, the measurement of CI=CF is
achieved by switching the stage under calibration into a
slowbut-accurate topology at the initialization mode. Taking
the first stage under digital calibration for example, the system
configurations are shown in Fig. 7(a) for the initializationmode
and in Fig. 7(b) for the operation mode. During the operation
mode, the interstage gain errors of ADC are continually com-
pensated by digital background calibration, and the reference
value of residual difference voltage is replaced by the value of
CI=CF stored in ROM. The opamp of the stage operates with
a low DC gain and a high bandwidth, and the PN sequence is
injected through capacitor CI. At the initialization mode, the
stage is converted into a slow-butaccurate topology to measure
the value of CI=CF. To make the stage perform an accurate
residue gain, a gain-enhancement circuit is connected to the
opamp, as shown in Fig. 7(a). It is disconnected and powered
off during the ADC normal operation, as shown in Fig. 7(b).
The input of the stage is shortened to ground, and capacitor
CI is alternatively connected to reference voltages CVref or
–Vref to convert the value of CI=CF to DC voltages, which are
to be measured by the back-end stages of ADC. Since both

Fig. 7. System configuration. (a) Initialization mode. (b) Operation
mode.

Fig. 8. Differences between the initialization mode and the operation
mode.

sampling capacitors (CS) and sub-ADC are bypassed, the error
of the measurement contains only of the quantization errors of
the back-end ADC, which will approach zero as the amount of
digital output sample increases. As described above, the accu-
racy of CI=CF measurement reaches the output resolution of
the stage and satisfies the requirement of calibration. Since a
small quantity of samples is sufficient for the measurement of
the dc signal, the sampling frequency ofADC can be decreased,
for instance, to hundreds of kHz to simplify the circuit imple-
mentation for the initialization mode, which will be described
in detail in Section 3. The differences between the two modes
are listed in Fig. 8. In practice, the conversion of two modes is
achieved with the help of switches and simple logics.

As described above, the proposed PN injection scheme has
several features: low residue output voltage range is produced
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Fig. 9. Block diagram of the ADC prototype.

Fig. 10. Schematic of opamp in the first stage. (a) Initialization mode.
(b) Operation mode.

to decrease the interstage gain nonlinearity; no additional com-
parators and digital circuits are used for dithering; the calibra-
tion accuracy is insensitive to the sub-ADC errors; and no com-
plex implementation is required in analog domain to ensure the
matching accuracy between CI and CF.

3. Prototype implementation

3.1. Pipeline structure

To demonstrate the calibration technique described in the
previous section, an experimental ADC prototype is imple-
mented. The prototype 12-bit 40-MS/s ADC consists of a sam-
ple and hold, two 3-bit stages, four 2.5-bit stages, followed by
a 3-bit flash as shown in Fig. 9. The additional 3 bits are used to
decrease the quantization error of the back-end ADC. All dig-
ital post-processing is implemented off-chip on a PC. In this
prototype, only the first stage is designed to employ the pro-
posed calibration scheme, even though the technique can be
applied to the following stages as well. In the presented de-
sign, the third-order nonlinearity is negligibly small since the
3-bit/stage topology and PN injection scheme have enhanced
the ADC linearity.

3.2. Opamp

In general, a single stage telescopic opamp offers excel-
lent bandwidth with less power consumption at the cost of re-
duced signal swing compared with other types of opamps. In
the presented design, the opamp of the first stage operates in
two modes controlled by a group of switches. The schematic
of opamps in the initialization mode and the operation mode
are shown in Figs. 10(a) and 10(b), respectively. At the ini-
tialization mode, the ADC operates at a low sampling rate of

Fig. 11. Micrograph of the prototype ADC.

Fig. 12. Measured INL.

Table 1. Measured performance summary.
Parameter Value
Technology 0.18 �m CMOS
Conversion rate 40 MHz
Resolution 12 bit
Total power 82.4 mW@ 3.3 V supply
Core area 1:3 � 2:2 mm2

INL/LSB Without
calibration

With
calibration

–3.27 to 4.75 –0.34 to 0.65
SFDR@ fin = 19.1 MHz (dB) 64.1 80
SNDR@ fin = 19.1 MHz (dB) 52.2 66.2
ENOB 8.4 10.7

hundreds of kHz and measures DC voltages with the value of
about 1/4 of full swing, thus narrow bandwidth and small out-
put swing of opamps are sufficient. In this situation, the sta-
bility as well as voltage headroom of opamps is easy to be
guaranteed. This condition gives the chance for gainenhance-
ment techniques such as multi-stage or gain-boosting to be
used in opamps to achieve the performance of high DC gain.
For opamps with a low bandwidth and a small output swing,
such techniques can be adopted in future CMOS technology
to accommodate the reduction of power supply and intrinsic
gain of MOSFET. In the proposed design, two gain boosters
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Table 2. Performance comparison with other ADCs.

ADC Bits MS/s Peak INL
before cal-
ibration
(LSB)

Peak INL
after cal-
ibration
(LSB)

SFDR @
Nyquist
Input
(dB)

SNDR @
Nyquist
Input
(dB)

Supply vo-
ltage (V)

Technology
(�m)

Power��

(Analog)
(mW)

FOM���

(pJ/step)

Ref. [6] 12 100 2 0.6 75 60 1.8 0.18 196 0.27
Ref. [7] 12 75 19 0.9 76 67 3 0.35 290 0.35
Ref. [12] 12 20 4.21 0.47 80 64 3.3 0.35 226 1.23
Ref. [13] 12 80 20.5 0.24 80 71 2.5 0.25 755 0.81
Ref. [14] 12 75 NM� 0.95 71.2 63.5 3 0 35 273 0.40
This work 12 40 5 0 65 80 66 3.3 0.18 82.4 0.22

*NM: Not Mentioned. **Digital power is excluded. ***FOM =
Power

10SNDR=20 � 2 � BW
.

are connected to the opamp to provide high DC gain (>100 dB)
at the initialization mode and are disconnected and powered off
to provide a wide bandwidth at a low DC gain (< 60 dB) at the
operation mode.

3.3. Measurement results

The ADC is fabricated in a 1P6M 0.18�mCMOS process
with core area of 1:3 � 2:2 mm2. Figure 11 presents the die
photograph. Figure12 shows the measured static performance.
With digital background calibration, the INL reduces from 4.75
LSB to 0.65 LSB. Figure 13 shows themeasured spectrumwith
19.1-MHz input at 40-MS/s sampling frequency. With the pro-
posed calibration, the SFDR improves from 64 to 80 dB and
SNDR from 52 to 66 dB with Nyquist input. As indicated in
Fig. 14, the ADC achieves more than 65 dB SNDR and above
80 dB SFDR performance within the first Nyquist zone at
full sampling rate. After approximately 219 sampling periods,
which is about 13 ms for the proposed 12-bit 40-MS/s ADC,
it achieves a stable performance with 10.71-bit mean value of
ENOB. The measured performance of the ADC is summarized
in Table 1, and is compared with performances of other ADCs
in Table 2. In order to make it fair, only 12-b ADCs with cal-
ibration are compared. In Refs. [12, 13], the ADCs are cali-
brated in analog domain by nested or bootstrapped techniques,
which increases the complexity of analog circuit and the con-
sumption of power and area. Digital background calibration is
adopted in Refs. [6, 7, 14] to reduce the complexity of ana-
log circuit. In Ref. [6], the opamp of the stage under calibra-
tion is of a gain-boosted structure with a DC gain of 95 dB,
which will face more difficulties with future CMOS technol-
ogy. For high-speed high-resolution ADCs, wide-bandwidth
performance of opamps is required. In this case, complicated
structures of opamps such as multistage or gain-boosting are
strictly limited in normal operation of ADCs due to the sta-
bility issues. In future CMOS technology, when power supply
and intrinsic gain of MOSFET are reduced, it will be more and
more difficult to guarantee high-DC-gain and wide-bandwidth
performances for opamps at the same time. Open-loop ampli-
fiers are used in Refs. [7, 14] to accommodate the challenges
of future CMOS technology, but due to the bad linearity of the
amplifiers, the SFDR of ADCs reach only 76 dB in Ref. [7] and
71.2 dB in Ref. [14] with Nyquist input frequency. This work
adopts a single stage telescopic opamp with a DC gain of 58
dB for ADC normal operation, and the SFDR of ADC achieves

Fig. 13. Measured spectrum with a 19.1 MHz input at 40 MS/s. (a)
Before calibration. (b) After calibration.

80 dB with Nyquist input. In this approach, a simple structure
of opampwith lowDC gain is allowed, thus is more compatible
to the future CMOS technology. Besides, the proposed design
also has some advantages on digital background calibration
technique. In Ref. [6], the calibration operates when the am-
plitude of input signal is greater than (�3=8 � Vref, C3=8 � Vref),
which is twice larger than that in this work. In Refs. [7, 14], the
calibration accuracy is sensitive to sub-ADC errors, and it re-
quires 1-bit redundancy in the following stage to accommodate
the overrange of the stage residue output. As shown in Table 2,
the presented ADC achieves the lowest FOM value. It achieves
the best linearity performance with low power, low complexity
of analog circuit, and high compatibility to the future CMOS
technology, thus is the most efficient design among them.

4. Conclusions

A 12-bit 40-MS/s pipelined ADC with two-mode digital
calibration has been described in this paper. The presented cal-
ibration scheme can correct both finite DC gains of opamps
and capacitor mismatches. It is robust and simple since the cal-
ibration accuracy is insensitive to sub-ADC errors, the ADC
design is compatible with future CMOS technology, and it has
a low complexity of analog circuits. Adopting an opamp with a
DC gain of 58-dB during the ADC normal operation, the ADC
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Fig. 14. ADC performance versus input frequency.

achieves 80-dB SFDR and 66-dB SNDR with Nyquist input
frequency at full sampling rate.
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